Black Friday / Cyber Monday Sales. Make some great chords.
Liquid Notes is on sale for only $99.95. Avoid the lines at the store, and get the most powerful harmony
& melody editing tool today from us!
Vienna, Austria  November 28, 2013. Black Friday and Cyber Monday mark a special weekend full
of massive discounts on music gear and software each year in the US. We're now embarking on this
tradition too, offering you Liquid Notes for a discount of 60% off MSRP  buy it now for $99.95, and get
your say on Music Radar's verdict of "Works brilliantly, particularly with electronic music. Easy to use." in
a recent product review by them.
Talking about EDM, Liquid Notes is the only tool available that allows you to find the sound you have
always been looking for, and make you sound different from the rest. That is the exact opposite of what
is happening in electronic music  no need to stick to reverting patterns of harmony and melody that
you comfortably got used to, now you can experiment with your music and create new ideas: with a few
simple twists of some knobs and sliders you change the underlying harmonic structure of your song.
"Liquid Notes uses an intelligent analysis engine to offer a controllable range of alternatives to all the
chords and harmonies in an arrangement, be it just a sketch or a fullon track. [..] All of the chords in

Liquid Notes are connected, so adjusting one might well change the harmonic context of the next, moving
its controller to a new position in order to fit the progression, although not changing the chord itself. You can
add tension notes to chords, and choose between Tonic, Dominant and Subdominant chord 'functions',
both adding further variation to what is already a pretty expansive system. There's also LN Live mode, in
which input MIDI notes (from QWERTY or MIDI keyboard) are snapped to the note grid of the selected
Target Scale." (Music Radar, 2013).
We are constantly working on improvements to Liquid Notes with the goal to make it an ever more
impressive tool for editing of harmony & melody, both for use as standalone and when connecting to a
DAW or notation software. At present, synchronisation between the latter and a detailed overview of
changes to notes when twisting those knobs and sliders is in the works. A MIDI effect for Ableton Live
will enable for a better workflow directly in the DAW, available soon.
Liquid Notes is not only the most powerful harmony & melody editing tool available, it has also been
rated as one of the very best more than once by independent reviewers and users. Beyond that, users
love its educational capabilities in teaching them harmony, which the next update (with the addition of
a piano roll for highlighting changes on a note level) will take to a new level.

Video & Screenshots
Video of Liquid Notes: http://youtu.be/togSUzqzFKo
Screenshots of Liquid Notes: http://www.recompose.com/downloads/press/LQN_1.5_screenshots.zip
About ReCompose
ReCompose develops pioneering methods and technologies for digital music production and an optimal
experience of music. Our software makes music fully interactive, where all elements of a music
composition can be recomposed or rearranged in real time through sensor or human input. This leads to
the development of intelligent tools for music composers and producers that help them get new and
complex musical ideas (i.e. melodies, chords and harmony, accompaniments, etc.), deliver these ideas
fast, and optimize the impact of music.
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